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Li Daochun is a famous thinker in the history of Taoism,who left
abundant works.Both his theories of Tao,especially the inner alchemy,and
the viewpoints on the harmonious relations among the Three Schools,are
full of marvelous wisdom of speculative thinking and colorful
expression,which have different approaches but almost equally
satisfactory results with Chan's philosophy of "Don't set up or persist
in the words,don’t break away from the words either".That is to say,he
introduced Chan into expressing Tao.This study summarizes Lee's life,
works and thoughts as the foundation,analyzes his features of expression
in Chan's unique perspective systematically,and deep digs his wisdom of
introducing Chan into expressing Tao. First,as a starting point,analyzing
Lee's basic attitude to"Tao"and"expression",discussing his
comprehension of the basic properties and internal relations of both in
detail,based on this,analyzing and ref ini ng his points
systematically,deep digging his reference and innovation on Chan’s
colorful means of expression.On the one hand,Tao cannot be expressed in
words,however it cannot do without words either,on the other hand,Tao can
be expressed in the proper way and appropriate expressing can lead to it.By
his working,Lee widened the path and means of expressing the secret
Tao,expanded its theoretical system,especially the inner alchemy,so his
working was a successful example of merging the Three Schools in
harmony,which deepened the understanding of the harmonious relations
among the Three Schools after Song,as well as the understanding of
Buddhism,that was very significative.
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